In this paper we enhance Generalized Self-Adapting Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (GAPSO), initially introduced at the Parallel Problem Solving from Nature 2018 conference, and to investigate its properties. The research on GAPSO is underlined by the two following assumptions: (1) it is possible to achieve good performance of an optimization algorithm through utilization of all of the gathered samples, (2) the best performance can be accomplished by means of a combination of specialized sampling behaviors (Particle Swarm Optimization, Differential Evolution, and locally fitted square functions).
Introduction
The quest for the highly efficient general purpose optimization algorithms, which started with the works on evolutionary computations by de Jong De Jong (1975) and Holland Holland (1992) , resulted in creation of a few excellent optimization methods like Differential Evolution (DE) Storn and Price (1997) or Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES) Hansen et al. (2003) . Those methods have been thoroughly studied and gradually improved over the years following their initial presentation Poaík and Klema (2012) ; Loshchilov et al. (2013) ; Brest et al. (2016) ; Yamaguchi and Akimoto (2017) .
The search for a universal optimization algorithm is a challenging task because optimization performance strongly depends on the type of an optimized function Wolpert and Macready (1997) . Additionally, the works on theoretical convergence of random sampling based methods (i.e. Genetic Algorithms (GA) Eiben et al. (1991) , Simulated Annealing (SA) Eiben et al. (1991) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Poli (2009) ; Van Den Bergh and Engelbrecht (2010)) are not necessarily helpful in practical setting of parameters for particular problem.
Proposed (M-)GAPSO framework provides a platform for seamless cooperation of various existing optimization approaches. It also attempts to separate auxiliary techniques (e.g. population initialization after algorithm's stagnation) from the actual optimization engine (e.g. PSO's particles sampling strategy). While the resulting system built on M-GAPSO platform may be quite complex, each of its parts remain relatively unsophisticated and independent, so as to make analysis of its impact and improvement of its performance easier. This goal is achieved by taking a multi-agent view on the hybrid optimization. In this view, a single search operator is indifferent to how exactly the current solutions were computed, it only needs to receive their arguments and function value. This way, pure sampling-based approaches (e.g. PSO or DE) can be easily mixed with local function approximations, e.g. quasi-newton methods.
Contribution
The main contribution of this paper is five-fold:
• Designing framework in which sampling methods and model-based optimization approaches seamlessly cooperate in a common environment. • Performing extensive experimental studies on COCO benchmark set Hansen et al. (2019) , aimed at analyzing the impact of various optimization techniques and seeking efficient hybridization of various optimization methods. • Achieving better results than the state-of-the-art CMA-ES Yamaguchi and Akimoto (2017) for lower-dimen-sional functions (up to 5D) from COCO set with DIM * 10 6 optimization budget. • Accomplishing the 8th and the 4th place in the BBComp 2019 black-box optimization competition 1 in single-objective and expensive single-objective tracks, respectively. • Significantly improving the performance over the initial version of the GAPSO algorithm Uliński et al. (2018) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review, with special emphasis on hybrid optimization approaches. Section 3 presents the original GAPSO algorithm and discusses its components (with Sections 3.4 and 3.5.2 describing population re-initialization and model-based optimization, respectively). Section 4 summarizes results on the COCO benchmark set and those achieved during BBComp competitions. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related literature
M-GAPSO is characterized by the following three main features: (1) hybridization of optimization techniques, (2) memory-based space sampling by means of caching, and (3) the focus on particular components of the solution method in the context of their relevance and contribution to the overall method's efficacy.
In more detail, the work advocates the relevance of hybrid optimization methods which above all can gain from synergetic combination of advantages of the compound methods. The idea of combining two or more optimization techniques so as to mitigate the local minima problem and/or establish an optimal balance between exploration and exploitation Lynn and Suganthan (2015) in the solution search process has recently become highly popular in Computational Intelligence (CI) community. The most prominent forms of its realization include hyperheuristic approaches and heterogeneous methods. In hyperheuristic solutions, typically, a top-level algorithm is responsible for selection of the locally optimal method to be used in a particular (current) context van der Stockt and Engelbrecht (2018); Castro et al. (2018) ; Lin et al. (2017) ; Schlünz et al. (2018) . Heterogeneous methods, on the other hand, directly combine either two or more heuristics (a typical approach is to enhance the main method by some kind of local optimization Loshchilov et al. (2013) ; Mańdziuk andŻychowski (2016)) or to combine several variants of the same heuristic method Nepomuceno and Engelbrecht (2012) ; Montes de Oca et al. (2009); Harrison et al. (2017) ). In either case the resulting optimization approach leads to a qualitatively new behavior with respect to the component methods. Witihin the domain of PSO algorithms, the problem of balancing exploration and exploitation can be also solved by introducing specialized subswarms Du and Li (2008) ; Lynn and Suganthan (2015) .
Our particular focus is on a combination of PSO and DE, further enhanced by utilization of locally fitted square functions. While combinations of PSO and DE have been considered in the literature before, their further improvement stemming from locally fitted low-degree polynomials is -to our knowledge -proposed for the first time. The hybrids of PSO and DE have already proven to have potential extending beyond each of the component methods alone. For instance, Liu, Cai and Wang Liu et al. (2010) presented a hybrid algorithm combining PSO and DE, motivated by the fact that PSO activity is prone to stagnation when particles are unable to improve their personal best positions. In such a case DE is applied to update particles best positions and make the swarm jump out of the stagnation phase Yu et al. (2014) ; Zhan et al. (2009) . The main difference between Liu et al. (2010) and our approach is that in Liu et al. (2010) DE is employed for searching for new personal best positions of particles while in our method samples of both PSO and DE are concurrently utilized during the whole optimization process.
A related idea is presented in the Brain Storm Optimization algorithm (BSO) pro-posed in Shi (2011b,a) , which is a swarm intelligence technique inspired by collective behavior of humans -specifically the brainstorming approach to problem solving. BSO addresses the local minima problem by means of applying both converging and diverging operations in the quest for a COP optimum Cheng et al. (2019) ; Shi (2011b) .
Another key aspect of our method (besides hybridization of PSO and DE) is utilization of a memory-based approach by means of caching function values in sampled points and promoting the best-found particles (solutions) to the next generation. This way the allotted number of fitness function evaluations (FFEs) can be utilized in a more effective way, leading to visible improvement of results. In this context, one of the seminal papers is Taillard et al. (2001) in which the authors discuss the memorybased properties of several popular metaheuristic algorithms, point their similarities, and consequently propose a unified view of these methods. Since Taillard et al. (2001) does not include PSO in the presented analysis, exploration of the memory-based enhancements of PSO, proposed in this paper, seems to well complement the findings of Taillard et al. (2001) .
The third focus of the paper is on the relevance of implementation of particular components of the optimization method (whether hybrid or pure) for its final efficacy. This research thread is a continuation of our previous works devoted to detailed analysis of this aspect in the case of pure (non-hybridized) PSO Okulewicz and Mańdziuk (2013) ; Okulewicz and Mandziuk (2014) ; Okulewicz and Mańdziuk (2017, 2019) and Memetic Algorithm Mańdziuk andŻychowski (2016) . Specifically, in Okulewicz and Mandziuk (2014) ; Okulewicz and Mańdziuk (2017) we analyzed a Two-Phase Multi-Swarm Particle Swarm Optimizer (2MPSO) solving the Dynamic Vehicle Routing Problem (DVRP) Mańdziuk (2019) with the aim of finding an optimal configuration of several optimization improvement techniques dedicated to solving dynamic optimization problems within the 2MPSO framework. One of the main conclusions was that strong results achieved by 2MPSO should be mainly attributed to the following three factors: generating initial solutions with a clustering heuristic, optimizing the requeststo-vehicle assignment with a metaheuristic approach, and direct passing of solutions obtained in the previous stage (times step) of the problem solving procedure to the next stage.
Current research directly extends our three previous papers Okulewicz (2016); Uliński et al. (2018) ; Zaborski et al. (2019) . The first one discussed the possibility of finding an optimal team of optimization agents based on Belbin's Team Roles Inventory. The second one introduced the initial version of GAPSO algorithm as a hybrid of several variants of the PSO and DE methods. The third one presented initial results on model-based optimization behaviors within GAPSO framework.
Description of M-GAPSO
This section describes the proposed Generalized Self-Adapting Particle Swarm Optimization (GAPSO) Uliński et al. (2018) framework enhanced with samples archive (M-GAPSO). The framework is based on the PSO algorithm, but allows the usage of virtually any other optimization method whose "particles" act independently. Additionally, the algorithm's restart manager, the archive (external memory) of samples and the algorithm's search space manager are defined as auxiliary modules independent from the core optimization module. Algorithm 1 presents a high-level pseudocode of Algorithm 1 M-GAPSO high-level pseudocode 1: F is optimized R n → R function, Bounds is an R 2 n vector 2: Swarm is a set of PSO particles, Behavior is particle's velocity update rule 3: Initializer is particle's initial location sampler 4: SamplesArchive is an RTree based samples' index 5: BehaviorAdapter collects optimum value improvement data 6: RestartM anager observes swarm state and performance 7: Bounds ← f.getBounds() Initially the whole area is considered 8: P erf ormanceM onitor.behaviourP robabilities ← initialP robabilities 9: LocalOptima ← ∅ Set of optima estimations 10: while Stopping criterion not met do 11:
for P article ∈ Swarm do 12: P article. 
The underlying features of the M-GAPSO design can be listed as follows:
• it relies on well-researched optimization algorithms, • effectively utilizes samples already gathered by means of randomized search procedures (i.e. PSO, DE), • guides the search process of the algorithm on the basis of already found local optima, • keeps independence of the constituting modules to the highest possible extent.
The main components of M-GAPSO are presented in the UML class diagram ( Fig. 1 ) and discussed in detail in the following subsections.
General swarm-based optimization framework
A starting point for the GAPSO design was a multi-agent view of the PSO algorithm Okulewicz (2016) . In PSO, the particles can be seen as independent optimization agents, each exposing its historically best location only and maintaining its own current location and velocity. This view led to the most important design choice: a separation of particles' locations from their velocity update formula. Subsequently, regarding velocity update just as a method of specifying the next location to be sampled by the algorithm, allowed utilization of any population-based self-governing optimization algorithm in GAPSO. Apart from various swarm-based approaches, it also meant the possibility of including other than PSO-like sampling equations (e.g. DE) in GAPSO framework Uliński et al. (2018) .
On top of the separation of locations from a sampling behavior, the performance of each of the considered types of behavior is registered and used to update the respective probability of selecting a given behavior as a sampling mechanism. M-GAPSO extends the above-described version of GAPSO with three more components, that can be implemented and configured independently from the core optimization algorithm:
• samples archive -serving as a cache and a source of additional information about optimized function, • population state observer -serving as an algorithm restart manager, • high-level manager of the problem space exploration. Additionally, the optimization behavior pool has been extended by adding local search approaches based on fitting quadratic and polynomial functions. Due to that change, Variable Neighborhood Search Mladenović and Hansen (1997) , utilized as the local search procedure at the end of the optimization process in the original GAPSO, has been removed.
The purpose of the samples archive is to enable efficient utilization of function values gathered during the solution search process.
The restart manager together with the search space manager guide the optimization algorithm towards promising areas of the problem space, when further exploitation of the currently searched area seems to be pointless. With such a design it is possible to extend the GAPSO framework and test the impact of optimization improvements somewhat independently of the main optimization engine.
On a final note, GAPSO is maintained as an open source application on the MIT license and is available at: https://bitbucket.org/pl-edu-pw-mini-optimization/basic-pso-de-hybrid/.
Samples archive
In order to store and efficiently retrieve samples, M-GAPSO utilizes a multidimensional R-Tree index. After a series of preliminary experiments, a maximum capacity of samples index was capped at 20 000, as in some cases it grew too large to efficiently handle the samples. After reaching the maximum capacity, the index is restarted from scratch. 
Restart management
A current version of GAPSO uses an enhanced version of JADE Poaík and Klema (2012) restart manager. In a basic JADE approach a spread of population locations was considered and combined with the frequency of global optimum estimation improvements. In M-GAPSO the RestartM anager registers iteration count intervals between global optimum updates, considers a spread of personal best locations of particles and additionally a spread of personal best locations values. The last feature was added in order to better handle step functions, where the population spread can be quite large, even though the population reached a sort of a frozen state, with each particle having exactly the same personal best value.
Initialization scheme
An initialization scheme relies on selecting a smaller bounding box as the initial search area on the basis of previously estimated function optima. Figure 2 presents a sample step of M-GAPSO re-initialization and multiple local optima estimations as the final result of such a procedure.
The initialization procedure includes the following possibilities:
• starting from the original (full) bounding box defined for the optimized function,
• starting from a random bounding box defined by boundaries derived from locations of the local optima estimations, • starting from a small bounding box centered around the high-quality optimum estimation.
One of those actions is selected at random with probabilities set by the user of M-GAPSO. Figure 3 visualizes possible bounding boxes for initializing the M-GAPSO population, created on the basis of optima estimations during the previous optimization process.
Optimization behaviors
One of the main conclusions from our initial work on GAPSO Uliński et al. (2018) was that the highest synergy among optimization behaviors could be observed when DE and PSO are utilized, instead of a pool of various PSO variants (i.e. Standard PSO, Charged PSO, Fully-Informed PSO). Therefore, the behavior pool considered in M-GAPSO consists of SPSO-2007 Kennedy and Eberhart (1995) ; Clerc (2012), DE/best/1/bin Storn and Price (1997) (previously used in Uliński et al. (2018) ) and the local modeling technique (proposed in this paper) that employs quadratic and polynomial functions.
PSO and DE behaviors
The utilization of the SPSO-2007 within M-GAPSO framework is straightforward, as the framework is based on that algorithm. Addition of DE behavior required a slight adjustment, as original DE does not include a notions of individual's velocity and current location. Therefore, when DE behavior is applied, the particle's velocity is computed as follows:
The same approach is utilized in implementation of any other behavior not supporting the idea of velocity. One of the consequences of the above assumption is the loss of previously computed velocity, resulting in its reset. However, the new velocity still makes sense from the point of view of SPSO-2007 behavior. Please observe that, if a particle's move is successful (i.e. particle.x best is updated), this particle (when treated with the PSO behavior) will continue to move roughly in the direction that already improved its value. This direction might be perturbed only by the attraction vector of the best neighbor location.
Quadratic and polynomial model-based behaviors
In order to support fast convergence to local optima, the pool of behaviors was supplemented by model-based approaches Zaborski et al. (2019) , which utilize samples already gathered in randomized behaviors (such as PSO and DE). For all model behaviors a sample archive uses an R-Tree data structure which proven efficient in handling these samples.
Quadratic model is fitted on a data set made of k samples nearest (in the Euclidean metric) to particle.x best location of the particle for which the quadratic behavior has been selected (see Fig. 4 for an example). Quadratic function based approach fits the following model:f
where x = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x dim ] is a vector of coordinates.
Ordinary Least Squares method is applied to obtain linear regression coefficients: [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a dim ] and [b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b dim ]. Finding minimum off quadratic.local (x) is equivalent to finding dim independent minima of dim independent parabolas a d x 2 Coordinates of the bounded parabola peak are computed in the following way: Polynomial model enhances the quadratic model in the following way:
where x d is coordinate in a given dimension.
The polynomial model is fitted separately in each dimension. For each dimension d, the fitting data set is composed of k samples nearest to a line with coordinates fixed to the current location except for dimension d. The differences between methods of gathering samples in both models (quadratic and polynomial) are depicted in Fig. 4 . are respectively minimum and maximum coordinates in dimension d derived from the fitting data set. A function value (4) is calculated in each of these 1000 points and the smallest one determines the optimal coordinatex d . A vector of allx d (for all dimensions) defines the next sampling point.
Both models are utilized as optimization behaviors in a similar way to DE sampling:
particle.v t+1 ← x bounded.f unction.peak − particle.x t 
Adaptation scheme
Adaptation scheme in M-GAPSO, for each optimization behavior takes into account its contributions to the improvement of the global best value. These contributions are aggregated by a moving average scheme (separately for each optimization behavior) and normalized in order to account for the number of times a given behavior was applied. This procedure is different than GAPSO adaptation scheme, which considered the average improvement of the local optimum estimation (i.e. against the former value of f (particle.x best ) for each of the particles). Figure 5 presents the effects of applying adaptation scheme in a single run of the algorithm. In the first few iterations the fractions of using various behaviors oscillate around predefined values set by the algorithm user. Afterwards the currently best performing behavior starts to dominate over the others in terms of the frequency of its application. In the final phase, all behaviors have pairwise equal probabilities of their application due to prolonged lack of improvement. If such a situation lasts for a certain (user defined) number of iterations, the algorithm is reset (cf. Section 3.3).
Experimental evaluation of M-GAPSO
M-GAPSO was tested on the COCO BBOB benchmark set and also took part in the BBComp competition. 
COCO BBOB benchmark results
The main assessment of M-GAPSO performance was made on 24 noiseless continuous functions from COCO BBOB data set. The algorithm has been run once on 15 instances for each of the functions, which is a standard procedure for this benchmark set. Using this particular benchmark allowed for a straightforward comparison with results obtained by various other optimization algorithms, as the benchmark comes with a database of results sent for evaluation in BBOB workshops.
The goal of the experiments was to assess the efficacy of various methods implemented within M-GAPSO framework, to compare M-GAPSO with its previous version (GAPSO), and to observe its performance versus state-of-the-art optimization algorithms. Values of M-GAPSO parameters (presented in Table 1 ) were set partly based on the literature and partly based on results of preliminary tests. Figure 6 presents results of the experiments with DIM × 10 6 optimization budget, on 2D, 5D, 10D and 20D benchmark functions. Three M-GAPSO configurations are compared with GAPSO Uliński et al. (2018) and one of the state-of-the-art versions of CMA-ES Yamaguchi and Akimoto (2017) . All three GAPSO configurations utilize behaviors mixing (cf. line 21 in pseudocode of Algorithm 1), model-based behaviors and improved initialization scheme. PDLPr is the fastest approach, as it does not apply adaptation in any form. PDLar uses a square function model-based behavior only and includes behaviors' adaptation. PDLPar includes all features discussed in this paper, but (as presented in Figure 7 ) is quite slow compared to the other two approaches and was unable to produce results for 20D functions within reasonable amount of time. 
Improvements over GAPSO and comparison with one of the CMA-ES versions (state-of-the-art)

Performance analysis of M-GAPSO components
The baseline experiment selects DE/best/1/bin as the sole behavior in M-GAPSO. This basic configuration is compared with three other approaches, each of them including additional features. The first enhancement consists in adding local neighborhood SPSO-2007 to behavior pool. The second one adds model based optimization behaviors (cf. Section 3.5.2). The final enhancement relies on adding behaviors adaptation and restart management that refers to previously found optima.
Performance plots of the 4 above-mentioned M-GAPSO configurations are presented in Figure 8 . Enhancing behavior pool with local neighborhood SPSO-2007 algorithm, and subsequently with square and polynomial function based local optimizers, brings observable improvement in the case of 5D benchmark functions. Adaptation of behaviors and restart management improves the results also on 20D functions. A summary of function types with at least one successful run and the overall percentage of successful algorithm runs are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Additionally, Figure 7 presents the average computation times for various M-GAPSO configurations. With DE considered to be a baseline algorithm, the following conclusions could be stated: (1) Switching off samples's caching results in around 3 times faster computations.
(2) Mixing DE with PSO does not affect the speed significantly, while including model-based behaviors leads to 4 times slower computation than that in the baseline experiment.
(3) The most significant disadvantage, in terms of the average computation time of a single function evaluation, is caused by simultaneous inclusion of model based approaches and the adaptation mechanism. The reason for that slowdown are algorithm iterations in which no improvement was observed for a certain amount of time. Therefore, the adaptation mechanism guided around half of the function evaluations to be made by one of the model based approaches (these methods related to samples memory are inherently slower than sampling based PSO and DE behaviors).
In order to further investigate which of the particular methods had the highest impact on M-GAPSO results, several additional experiments were performed. Their goal was to address the following questions:
• Should performance difference between plain DE and DE hybridized with PSO, be attributed to the adaptation of behaviors mechanism or is it simply enough to mix these behaviors among particles? • How performance of the algorithm is affected by an addition of model based optimization behaviors? • How selection of the swarm initialization strategy (i.e. selection of a bounding box for population initialization) influences the algorithm's performance? • Would a combination of all of the above-mentioned aspects (adaptation, modelingbased behaviors, restart strategies) demonstrate the advantage over application of each of them alone? • How does M-GAPSO fare against its previous version (GAPSO) and against stateof-the-art variant of CMA-ES? In order to assess the impact of behaviors mixing and that of adaptation mechanism, M-GAPSO (utilizing DE and PSO) was run in three configurations. Figure 9 presents the results. In the first configuration (denoted PDnm) the behaviors of particles were set at the beginning of the optimization process. In the second one (denoted PD) the probabilities of behaviors were manually set up at the beginning, but assignment of behaviors to particles took place before each iteration. In the third one (denoted PDa) the behaviors probabilities were adapted during the entire optimization process, and assignment of behaviors to particles was made before each iteration. It can be observed that addition of behaviors mixing mechanism (cf. line 21 of the pseudocode of Algorithm 1) before each iteration has a clearly and positive impact on the performance of the PSO-DE hybrid. Meanwhile, the adaptation procedure influences the algorithm's performance only for some function dimensions. However, in order to outrank a pure DE algorithm, both these techniques were necessary.
Since the behaviors mixing procedure proven to be undoubtedly useful, this technique will be used in all remaining experiments. While the adaptation mechanism is also clearly important, its application increases computational cost in the case of modelbased behaviors (cf. Figure 7) . Hence, adaptation will be applied only in a selected subset of experiments. 20D 40D Figure 11 : The effects of M-GAPSO restart mechanism which refers to the previously found optima. Results on 2D, 3D, 5D, 10D, 20D and 40D COCO BBOB functions.
The focus of the first experiment is on assessment of the quadratic and polynomial model behaviors. Figure 10 depicts cumulative plots of function evaluation counts required to reach an optimization target for the 5 following configurations: baseline PSO and DE behaviors (denoted PD); baseline PSO and DE behaviors with additional square model applied during population initialization phase (PDiL); PSO, DE and square model behaviors (PDL); PSO, DE and polynomial model behaviors (PDP); and PSO, DE, square model and polynomial model behaviors (PDLP). In all of the above configurations behaviors were mixed. In the resulting plots one can generally observe that having anyone of model-based behaviors is beneficial. Additionally, configurations with more variable model-based behaviors performed slightly better in terms of found optima. As a side note, it should be mentioned that the square model was significantly faster than the polynomial one, due to smaller number of utilized samples and simpler formula for optimum identification.
The last mechanism to be tested is the initialization scheme, described in Section 3.4, with the aim of identifying the area for potential future improvements of M-GAPSO. Figure 11 presents the results of four configurations. Two of them (PDL and PDLP) were copied from the previous experiment, while the two others (PDLr and PDLPr) are their counterparts, with improved initialization scheme in place of a simple population reset. The results show that the improved initialization procedure has indeed potential, for instance for 10D functions PDLPr is clearly better than PDLP and PDLr outperforms PDL. 6th (out of 10) in standard setup and 4th (out of 9) in the expensive optimization track. In both cases M-GAPSO performed better in 2019, than GAPSO did in 2018, however, the relative difference between results obtained by the authors' approach and the best approach was reduced only in the standard setup (cf. Fig. 13 ), while remained roughly the same in the expensive setup (see Fig. 14) .
Conclusions
The results obtained by M-GAPSO on COCO BBOB benchmark set Hansen et al. (2019) and in the BBComp competition (https://bbcomp.ini.rub.de/) are very promising for lower-dimensional functions. At the same time further work is needed to make M-GAPSO competitive also for higher-dimensional functions.
The results support the claim that the behavior pool should consist of significantly variable sampling methods. The outcomes presented in Fig. 10 confirm that it is definitely beneficial to supplement PSO and DE with either of the function modeling behaviors, although concurrent use of both linear and polynomial models does not lead to visible performance improvement. These model-based approaches improved a general performance of M-GAPSO mainly by efficiently solving instances of f1 (spherical) and f5 (linear) BBOB functions, however some improvement during the initial function evaluations was also observable. Furthermore, the success of the PSO+DE hybrid approach should be mainly attributed to the mixing of behaviors mechanism, rather than to adaptation of the behavior pool (see Fig. 9 ).
Generally speaking, the improvement introduced in M-GAPSO allowed achieving comparable results with state-of-the-art CMA-ES Yamaguchi and Akimoto (2017) for lower dimensions (up to 5D) and greatly improved performance over the original GAPSO formulation Uliński et al. (2018) (see Fig. 6 ). This improvement can be par- tially attributed to the already mentioned samples caching, the addition of modeling approaches, and focusing on mixing behaviors. Significant part of the improvement came from changing the underlying philosophy of the method. When deciding on the GAPSO's reset and adaptation mechanisms, we were focused on preventing the potential swarm collapse (during the algorithm's run), which was motivated by a theoretical perspective of global optimization algorithms. Within this view, the algorithm should be constructed in a way which ensures that the limit of probability P (x * ∈ X n ) of including a global optimum x * in the set of tested solutions X n approaches 1, as the number of algorithm's iterations n approaches infinity Eiben et al. (1991) .
With M-GAPSO we took a different approach, where individual particles focus only on the task at hand (relatively quick convergence to high-quality local optimum), and the burden of exploration lies on higher level mechanisms: the convergence detector (RestartM anager) and re-initialization module (SearchSpaceM anager).
Our future research is concentrated on utilization of the knowledge of multiple local optima estimations. As could have been observed in Figure 2 positions of local optima gathered during the optimization process may form predictable structures which we plan to exploit in our future research. M-GAPSO should greatly benefit from a more structured approach to selecting search space boundaries in subsequent algorithm runs. Therefore, we believe that multiple and relatively short algorithm runs, combined with predictive setup of the algorithm search space boundaries are the key factors in further improvement of M-GAPSO results.
